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In t roduc t ion

D

avid Bowie was arguably one of the greatest creatives of the
last fifty years. By the time he died in 2016, he had produced no fewer than thirty-six albums and more than
one hundred singles. He had acted in a few dozen films and exhibited his paintings widely in museums and galleries. He co
wrote a Broadway show and developed an internet platform for
creative content called BowieNet. He invented the Verbasizer, a
sentence randomizer app for writing lyrics. By any standard,
Bowie was wildly successful, both artistically and commercially.
As a cultural icon, he achieved more than mere fame.
His creative quest wasn’t always met with critical acclaim or
financial gain, but he accepted the occasional lack of acceptance as a necessary condition of how he had decided to live:
“People have either really accepted what I do, or they absolutely
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push it away,” Bowie told an interviewer. “I didn’t strive for success. I tried to do something artistically important.”
His singular life was studded with innovation, and he practically invented reinvention. Where someone else might have
rested in the glam rock Ziggy Stardust glory days, Bowie zagged
with Diamond Dogs and then Young Americans. After that foray
into soul, he left for Europe and experimental electronic music.
Friend and collaborator Brian Eno explained Bowie’s fearless
shape-shifting as a way to “duck the momentum of a successful
career” and keep his work fresh and interesting, for himself as
much as for his audience. No doubt that one crucial common
denominator—creating for himself, an audience of o ne—is what
kept him a vital, timely, authentic artist right up until his death.
If you’re in pursuit of pleasing others instead, it’s easy to forget exactly why you initially started working on a creative endeavor. Bowie did not forget, saying:
Never play to the gallery. Never work for other people in what
you do. Always remember that the reason you initially started
working was there was something inside yourself that, if you
could manifest it, you felt you would understand more about
yourself. I think it’s terribly dangerous for an artist to fulfill
other people’s expectations.

Attempting to fulfill other people’s expectations is a fool’s errand when it comes to creative work.
It’s inevitable that you will fail on some level, make compro2
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mises you regret, and end up with your worst work. You may or
may not find acclaim but you’ll be pretty miserable as a creative
if you don’t follow your heart. Bowie not only believed that, he
embodied what it means to create for an audience of one.
The ultimate paradox of creative work is that what you create for an audience of one is much more likely to reach an audience of millions.

CREATING FOR AN AUDIENCE OF ONE
Many creators dream of the day when millions of people will listen to their shows, read their books, buy their products, or watch
them perform. But what will you bring to the table when you’re
performing only for an audience of one—yourself?
We tend to undervalue creating only for ourselves and overvalue creating for a huge audience. But your audience of one will
be there every day when you wake up. If you think that you’ll
step it up only when the audience is larger, the audience paradoxically won’t get any larger.
Most of what I create doesn’t see the light of day. Over the
course of a year I’ll write close to 500,000 words. A minuscule
fraction makes it into articles and books. By not sharing everything I make, I have freedom to play, to experiment, and to
fail. I’m able to practice my art free of judgment, opinions of
others, and expectations. I’m able to listen to myself and tap
into an opportunity for full self-expression and s elf-exploration.
If you don’t develop a regular practice of creating in private,
3
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the pressure to succeed becomes so great that you suffocate
your creativity. In Originals: How N
 on-Conformists Move the
World, Adam Grant found that people who had the most creative breakthroughs had a high volume of creative output. The
cumulative output of any creative effort was more important to
successful work than any individual piece of work. In private not
only are we able to increase the volume of our creative output,
but our creativity gets the space it needs to breathe, sing, and
dance. It gets the space it needs to evolve from a mess into a
masterpiece.
What you create in private often plants the seeds for your
most resonant and impactful work, work that’s ready for public
consumption.
What we control in any creative endeavor is our effort, what
we do each day to nurture our creativity, and our commitment
to the process. Forget about the bestseller lists, the gallery openings, and the shining lights. The creation of fulfilling creative
work is the result of losing yourself in the moment. When the
work is done, your role comes to an end. The fate of a book, a
film, a music album is ultimately out of your hands. You can’t
control how the world responds. But you can choose to appreciate and acknowledge your effort and simply start again. As author Ryan Holiday noted upon completion of one of his books:
One of the hardest things to do is separate your work and the
effort that you put in from the results. An actor doesn’t control the movie around them. They don’t control what the
4
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other actors do. They don’t control the marketing budget.
They don’t control the distribution. They could do the role of a
lifetime, but the director or editor could mess it up in postproduction. If your happiness with your job and your career
is dependent on how the movie does at the box office, or how
the critics respond to your role, you have placed your happiness with your own life in the hands of other people, and
that’s a recipe for profound disappointment.

While separating your work and effort from the results is one
of the hardest things to do, it’s also one of the most important.
Otherwise, your sense of satisfaction, fulfillment, happiness,
and overall well-being will fluctuate, depending on the “results.”
If the results are largely out of our control anyway, wouldn’t we
be better served by measuring our success by means that we
have some control over? For example, are you proud of your
work? Would you happily put your signature on it? Have you
met or exceeded your own expectations or previous creation?
Our creativity speaks louder and more clearly when the work
is separated from the results. Starting with the intention of fame
and fortune drowns out the sound of our creativity and makes it
more difficult for us to listen, resulting in a perpetual lack of fulfillment and an underappreciation of the joy we could experience through the process.
By reframing how we define “positive” outcomes, based on
what we have control over, we increase the likelihood that our
creative work will be rewarding.
5
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Creative Outcomes
In the pursuit of success, the value of creativity for its own sake
has diminished, if not disappeared entirely. While the internet
and technology have made unparalleled amounts of creativity
possible, they have ironically also inhibited the creative process.
The predominant cultural narrative that drives so much creative work is “Why create if nobody will listen, pay, or pay attention? Why are we wasting our time?” We’ve placed celebrities on
pedestals and turned their achievements and lifestyles into our
new definition of success. The result is a profound sense of dissatisfaction with our creativity. Purity is lost in our work when
everything we do is for some external outcome, when every creative pursuit unnecessarily turns professional.
But when you examine the most successful creators, almost
none of them started out to gain fame, fortune, prestige, and accolades.
In the early 1990s a teen duo from France started making
music from their bedrooms. Despite worldwide recognition of
their music, you’d never recognize either member of Daft Punk
if you saw them on the street. Rather than show their faces during their live performances, they wear robot masks. In a culture
that puts “stars” on pedestals, celebrating fame and fortune,
where people measure their s elf-worth in social media vanity
metrics, it’s unheard of that any artists would intentionally
make themselves more anonymous as their popularity grows.

6
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Grandiose fantasies often become the insidious motivator of so
many aspiring creatives. But Daft Punk has an entirely different
philosophy: “You don’t need to be on the covers of magazines
with your face to make good music.”
Toward that end, when they were paid more than $300,000
for their performance at the Coachella music festival in 2006,
nearly all of the money was put back into the performance,
which raised the bar for what a live electronic music experience
could be. It was a spectacle of light, sound, special effects, and
music that eventually resulted in a YouTube video that went viral and got millions of views.
Despite having an audience of millions of adoring fans and
opportunities with significant financial upsides, they’ve avoided
the spotlight. For Daft Punk, it’s always been about one thing:
their love of making music. When we do anything for the love
of the work itself, we are creating for an audience of o ne—or in
Daft Punk’s case, an audience of two.
Another creator, Maria Popova, founded Brain Pickings, a
website that claims to be “an inventory of the meaningful life.” It
began as nothing more than a collection of links Popova emailed
to seven friends. Today, it reaches millions of readers. Reflecting
on its growth and success in her post about the lessons learned
from ten years of running the site, Popova said:
Those extrinsic motivators are fine and can feel l ife-a ffirming
in the moment, but they ultimately don’t make it thrilling to

7
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get up in the morning and gratifying to go to sleep at night—
and, in fact, they can often distract and detract from the
things that do offer those deeper rewards.

To evaluate our efforts based solely on the extrinsic is the
very opposite of what it means to listen to your deepest self.
When we insist on the extrinsic, our work actually suffers. It’s
bled of its authenticity and its potential for an unmistakable
signature, which ironically makes the possibility of external
success less likely.
But these desires are natural. After all, we are living in an age
of information overload that is defined by the ability to see
everybody else’s life and their creativity on perpetual display.
Sharing creates the possibility of validation in the form of likes,
comments, or whatever vanity metric your platform of choice is
driven by. Not only is this validation fleeting, it’s also toxic to
creativity. We de-emphasize the joy of the process, compare ourselves to others, and become overly attached to outcomes. It’s
quite easy to get into the business of what Life After Tampons
creator Jennifer Boykin describes as “comparing your insides to
other people’s outsides.”
When we are envious, we give our energy and attention to
what someone else has that we lack, thereby reinforcing a scarcity m
 ind-set and cutting off the flow of creativity. Stop trying to
become the next Beyoncé, Kanye, or Stephen King. The flaw in
this desire is that you won’t ever become—cannot b
 ecome—the
next version of that person. As a creator, your job is to commit to
8
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becoming the best version of you. If you’re a better version of
yourself today than you were yesterday, that’s progress. Comparison and envy stand in the way of progress in any creative
endeavor—or in any life, for that matter.
As Julia Cameron wisely points out in her iconic 1992 book
The Artist’s Way:
Focused on the process, our creative life retains a sense of
adventure. Focused on the product, the same creative life can
feel foolish or barren.

“ ‘The Artist’s Way’ in an Age of Self-Promotion” is a 2016 New
Yorker article by Carrie Battan, who writes:
If I could, I would request an edition of “The Artist’s Way”
that speaks to twentysomethings, who’ve grown up online
and then entered the so‑called freelance economy, wherein
workers are more likely to cobble together a piecemeal career
of diverse gigs than secure nine‑to‑five jobs with benefits and
opportunities for growth. In this economy, we’re encouraged
to think of units of time in dollar amounts, and to come up
with inventive—creative, even—ways to monetize every last
fledgling skill we possess.
This life chafes against the lessons of “The Artist’s Way,”
rendering them almost impossible to follow. Hobbies are now
necessarily productive. If you’re learning piano, you must try
to record the jingle for that commercial your friend directed. If
9
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you develop a curiosity about a niche topic, you must start an
online newsletter dedicated to it, work to build your audience,
and then try to monetize the newsletter. If you have a nice
speaking voice, you must start a podcast. We’re encouraged to
be “goal-oriented” and rewarded with outsize praise for everything we’ve accomplished, and so we feel that we need to turn
every creative pursuit into a professional one. This makes
some of Cameron’s lessons more urgent than ever. But, unlike
earlier generations of readers, we don’t need Cameron to protect us from the voices telling us to doubt ourselves. What we
need, instead, are new voices granting us permission to try
new things in private—and then leave them be.

This book is not about the value of creativity, but rather about
the creative process itself. How can we find the joy of creating
for creativity’s sake again in a world that pushes us to focus on
the external goals we can’t control? Even if you do create to support yourself and your family, the process can still be fulfilling
and joyous. My goal is to equip you with the habits, routines,
rituals, and systems I’ve applied so you, too, can live a vibrant
creative life unhindered by the modern pressure to monetize
your art.

MY PATH TO AN AUDIENCE OF ONE
As I became a creative full time, I dealt with the common struggles of being a creative in the twenty-first century. I craved
10
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fame, fortune, and external validation. I constantly compared
myself to my peers. In many cases I didn’t even see them as
peers, but as people who were ahead of me because they had
sold more books, had more fans, and reached a larger audience.
But I eventually realized that my creativity combined with an
obsession over outcomes created only madness, not meaning,
as I found out when I first turned to writing as an adult. As I said
before, the process was the point, not the potential external
rewards.
My path to this revelation was long, as I didn’t grow up immersed in creative habits. I often say, “I think God made a sorting error by giving me to my family.” Other than my physical
appearance and a few personality quirks, I don’t feel like I have
much in common with them, especially in terms of interests. On
the surface, I don’t come from what you might call a “creative”
family.


My father is a college professor in the agriculture department at UC Riverside.



My sister is an anesthesiologist at the Veterans Affairs hospital in Santa Monica.



My mother is a health worker for Riverside County.

But looking back, they were always taking photos, making
home movies, mixing flavors and spices in the kitchen. No digital footprint. No recipes that can be replicated . . . just a collec11
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tion of moments and memories that we will have to keep in our
hearts and minds.
Despite my parents’ creative outlets, we didn’t engage in creative activities in my childhood. Our art projects and report
cards were never put on the fridge. Math and science were always prioritized over other subjects in school. Turning to creativity solely for the sake of it took hold only much later in my
life, a few weeks after college graduation. I wrote a s ixty-three-
page single-spaced autobiography in eight days to find meaning
in an experience that had failed to live up to my expectations.
In writing my story, I hoped that perhaps I’d uncover elements of college that had been worthwhile and heal some of the
wounds. Back then there were no blogs, and no way to share
other than to email it to a few friends. But I found the process
incredibly fulfilling. As Haruki Murakami said of his first writing efforts, “I was more interested in finishing it than whether or
not it would ever see the light of day.”
I continued to write to get through difficult periods in my life,
eventually sharing my writing when blogs and social media became more common.
Early on, when I initially started to write, I felt compelled to
share my ideas with the public because I wanted external validation, whether that was in the form of website traffic, a book
deal, or words of affirmation. But as my creative life progressed
over the years, I began to realize that true satisfaction came
from the process, not the product.

12
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ABOUT THE BOOK
From the time I was seven years old I’ve had a special relationship with listening. It began with a Sony Walkman, a pair of
Japanese silk pajamas, and an obsession with the music of Michael Jackson. The silk pajamas were about as close as I was getting to Michael Jackson’s signature red leather jacket.
I listened endlessly to Thriller until the tape was so worn out
that it no longer worked. In the sound of Michael’s voice there was
another world, one in which the impossible became possible, and
a sense of magical realism, where imagination, curiosity, and the
naive optimism that defines childhood intersected.
Several decades later, as a podcast host and interviewer, listening is my primary creative activity. The human voice has changed
my life, and shaped and molded my own creative expression.
So as I was starting to think about this book, I had an epiphany that listening is the key to my creative process, and organizing content by what we listen to seemed inevitable and logical.
The creative process parallels listening—in fact, it is a form of
listening: listening to ourselves and finding a desire to create
without external pressure. It requires us to pay attention, to be
alert to our environment, ourselves, other people, to stay open,
engaged, and curious. To be alert to catch an expected—or
unexpected—sound.
I’ve divided the book into four sections: how to listen to creativity, how to listen to yourself, how to listen to your environment, and how to listen to others constructively.
13
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Listening to Creativity
This section delves deeper into why creativity for creativity’s
sake—in lieu of creativity as a way to become rich, famous,
praised, or s uccessful—has a profound effect on who we are
as people and how we live.
Listening to Yourself
In order to reach a point where creation becomes its own
reward, we have to shed our egos and detach from outcomes
while remaining committed to the process. In a world where
we’re constantly inundated with a fire hose of input from a
seemingly infinite array of sources, to foster our creativity
we have to learn to listen to ourselves, to understand our
own values, and have the courage to create what we want to
exist, regardless of how the world responds.
Listening to Your Environment
The environments that we inhabit affect us on a daily basis:
everything from our physical space to the apps on our phone
to the sounds we hear. By listening to our environments, we
can deliberately design them to cultivate and maximize our
creativity, making the experience pleasurable even if the actual act feels difficult at that moment.

14
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Listening to Others
In listening to others we prime our creative pump. In every
creator’s work, you’ll find the echoes of those who have gone
before them, the people they have been influenced and inspired by, and those whose work they’ve consumed. In addition to serving as sources of inspiration, others serve as
support systems and creative collaborators.

Every creator’s work is a mixture of the people they’ve spoken
to, the books they’ve read, the art they’ve consumed, and the
company they keep. However, it’s extremely important to focus
on the right kinds of influence, especially considering the way
others can steer us to focus on the outcomes of creativity. What
we put into that creative stew is entirely up to us. This section
will arm you with tools to create an effective creative stew.
Within each of the four parts, you’ll hear from three distinct
sources:


My creative experience and process.



The guests on my podcast, Unmistakable Creative, whom I’ve
interviewed and read about. I call them “Unmistakable Creatives.”



Social-, behavioral-, and neuroscientists on creative habits.

To help you listen to your own unmistakable creative, I’ve
provided more than a dozen activities and exercises. I think
15
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you’ll find them intriguing, fun, and inspiring. I did them all myself and share the results here with you as examples: If I can do
it, so can you.
To sit down each day and work on bringing ideas into existence that might inspire someone (even if it’s only yourself) and
that require time, effort, energy, and e ngagement . . . this is at the
heart of what it means to be creative. The work becomes our
source of questions, answers, and meaning. It challenges us,
causes us to grow, energizes, revitalizes, reveals, and heals. Creativity is our oxygen supply. We don’t wait for inspiration to
strike. We don’t wait until we’re in the mood. We are disciplined,
focused, persistent, and courageous. And we trust that if we
show up, our muse will, too. It’s not one piece of work, one moment in time, one burst of inspiration, but a daily practice and
process that we are committed to for a lifetime.
Hollywood might tempt us to believe that a creative life is
made of c haos-fueled occasional bursts of inspiration or what
the writer Anne Lamott refers to as the “fantasies of the uninitiated.” But the reality of a creative life is that it requires focus.
Creativity is about showing up to make your “art,” whatever it
might be, a habit. It’s an ongoing commitment to the process. It
might be easy to forget this when we’re bombarded with other
voices telling us to think about rewards. As you read this book, I
hope you’ll hear the sound of someone whom you’ve long forgotten, your creative voice, just itching to shout out loud—and create the unmistakable.
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